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The radiative decay of excitonic molecules can proceed in two channels: decay to a single exciton and a photon or a direct
transition to the ground state with the emission ofa photon with the entire biexciton energy (approximately twice the exciton
energy). The latter channel is inducedby anharmonicity and is normally much weaker. We show that in geometrically restricted
systems (surfaces, monolayers, microcrystallites, quantum wells), and at low temperatures, the latter channel is superradiant
whereas the former is not. This may provide a new method forthe directobservation ofbiexcitons.

Nonlinear optical spectroscopy of bulk semiconductors and semiconductor microstructures (quanturn wells and quantum dots) provides an excellent
probe for the structure and the dynamics of highly
excited states. Linear spectroscopy probes the dynamics of single quasiparticle (exciton, polariton)
and its theoretical description as a harmonic mode
(a boson) is well understood. In nonlinear optics we
create several quasiparticles which interact. The kinematic interaction is the source for the breakdown
of the boson approximation, and together with the
dynamical interaction it results in the nonlinear optical response. Consequently nonlinear optics provides a very sensitive means for studyingthese nonlinear interactions. One of the most important effects
in opticalnonlineanties of semiconductors isthe formation of bound states of two excitons, known as
biexcitons or excitonic molecules. Biexciton formation usually results in a new fluorescence line, and in
a dramatic enhancement of two photon absorption
[1,2]. In addition, virtual biexciton states [3,4]
make an important contribution to nonlinear susCamille and Henry Dreyfus Teacher/Scholar.

ceptibilities. The important role of biexcitons in
semiconductors has been confirmed by numerous
theoretical and experimental studies (for a recent review see ref. [5]). The formation of biexcitons in
molecular crystals has been discussed as well [6,71.
However, so far their existence has never been confirmed experimentally. The excitons in molecular
crystals are either Frenkel or charge transfer excitons
(as opposed to the Wannier excitons ill semiconductors). The weaker exciton—exciton interaction or
the more efficient exciton—exciton annihilation in this
case are possible reasons for the difficulty in biexciton observation.
In this Letter we point out a new possibility for
observing biexcitons in two-dimensional microstructures. The main idea is that in two-dimensional systems (interfaces, thin films, quantum wells or molecularmonolayers) atlow temperature, the biexciton
will exhibit a superradiant radiative decay, very similar to what was considered [8—17]and first observed [18] for ordinary excitons. This may allow
the observation of fluorescence in which the entire
biexciton energy is transferred to a photon
hw=E2(k). This channel can therefore compete with
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the decay to an exciton and a photon with

terms, we obtain a zero-order Hamiltonian which

hw~E

conserves the number of excitons (i.e. commutes
with N):
H0 ~0 + 02+04.
(8)

2(k)—E1 (k’) which is normally observed in
semiconductors. In molecular crystals fast superradiant radiative decay may compete with exciton—exciton annihilation. For simplicity we discuss below
the case of molecular crystals with Frenkel excitons.
The molecular crystal Hamiltonian which includes
exciton—e*citon interactions was derived in ref. [6]
(see also ref. [7]).
Adopting a two level model for each molecule
(with a ground state 0 and an excited state f, with
gas phase electronic transition energy ~f), the Hamiltonian is given by
0 0 0
R=eO+R1+ 2+ 3+ 4,

(1)

where e0is the ground state energy ofthe crystal, and
R~=~’
<mI~’nmIoo>(P~f+Pnf),

(2)
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yi~(k)P~~IO>,
EmE1(k),

~i4(k)=>~
~Vnm(k)P~rfPinfI0> EmE2(k),
n.m

where tv,, and Wnm = ~mnare the wave functionsofthe
exciton and the biexciton respectively in the coor-

+ ~ M~m[P~,,fP~f+ ~(Pt~P~
+ P~P,,,f)],
nm
03

The last term in this Hamiltonian is responsible for
the appearance of a bound two-exciton state (biexciton). We suppose below that the exciton—exciton
interaction energy (eq. (6)) ~ is sufficiently large,
so that a bound two-exciton state does exist. We will
take into account the mixing effect of states with different numbers of excitons.
The single-particle and two-bound-particles eigenstates and eigenvalues of H0 with wavevector k are

~ ~ ~nmPtnfPnfPinf
Pm1,
n.m

(4)
(5)

dinate representation.
Typically the matrix elements of H1 and 113 are
much smaller than the spacing between the eigenstate of H0. (In anthracene, for example, the former
are 1000 cm’ whereas the latter is 25000 cm~
so that their ratio is 10—2). This justifies treating
H1 and H3 as a small perturbation. We thus define
the perturbed two-particle bound state:

where

<y4(k)IR~+R3I~v~(k)>
E2(k)—E~(k)

n,n=<ffl~nmlfT>+<00I1~nmI00>

—2<tDI c’nm Ifi)>,
~r=~

(6)

We expect H1 to be larger than H3. We thus get

(<0fl~nmI0f><00I~”nmI00>),
~

M~m=<0f’I~nmIm>.

(7)

Here Pt,,,~ (P,,1~)is the creation (annihilation) operator for an excitation on the nth site. These operators
satisfy the Pauli commutation relations. Pnm represents the intermolecular interaction and its matrix
element is defined by

W~m(k)<0I”nf1°mf1°~ifP~2fIO>

nm
ni mI.n2

x <Oft ~nimi 100> ~ii°~21(k)
~

W~m(k)<0fI1>nmiI00>W~ni’(k).

We now recall that
wnm(k)=*exPL(1n+rm)1c~(In~mI),

where ~ represents the state where site n is in state
a. The number operator for the excitations is
Nm ~ P~P,.1.Ifwe neglect in eq. (1) the H1 and H3
156

where rn is the position of site n and q~(n in) is the
wave function for the biexciton internal motion,
—
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normalized as >~mI ~( In m 1)12=1. Note that for
our model Wnn = 0 so that 9i(0) = 0. We thus obtain
—

~ W~m(k)W~,r(k)

=

~ 9,*(

n—mi) exp[~ik.(r,, —rm)
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taking into account the retarded interactions strongly
changes the two-dimensional exciton spectrum. Instead of a single branch, two polariton branches appearand one ofthem has a giant radiative width (fig.
1). (Other aspects of this effect were considered in
refs. [9—17]).This radiative widthf’depends on the
orientation of the transition dipoles and the wayevector and its typical value is

where
where y is the radiative width of the isolated molecule, a is the lattice constant, 2=2itc/oo, w0 is the
transition frequency and c is the velocity of light. It
should be stressed that this result, and more gener-

I ~(k) ~ I ~(0) I =~ ~‘( In—mi )~ 1.
We thus get
2

Wnrn (1’) W~,,c(k)<Oft ~‘nml

~

= 21!)

*

00>

(k) ~ <Ofl t>nml 00> mD,

where D is approximately the sum of energies of interaction of the transition O—~fmoments (dipole,
quadruple, etc.) of molecule n with other molecules
of the crystal in the ground state. Therefore, D is of
the order of the energy shift of electronic excitation
between the gas phase and condensed matter transitions ~ (eq. (7)). We thus have
W2

ally the influence of retardation on the spectrum of
elementary excitations, is very differentfrom the case
of a three-dimensional crystal, where retarded interactions contribute only to the strong resonance renormalization of the dispersion curve for excitons
(polaritons), but radiative decay is totally absent
[19—21].An ultrafast superradiative decay of anthracene films was first observed in recent picosecond measurements conducted by Aaviksoo et al.
[18]. The lowest excited state in the surface monolayer in anthracene is blue shifted with respect
the
1. Thetoeleclowest
exciton
in
the
bulk
by
204
cm—
tronic transition of the first monolayer lies between
the bulk value and the isolated molecule value which

(k) ~ ~~(k) + E~(k)Wi(11).

It follows from this expression that the transition dipole of the biexciton to the ground state will be related to that of the exciton by

(~
~) /
E(k)

D

<~u
2(k)IPI0>~<w,(k)IPI0>

E~(k)~

(i)

(10)

Since I D/EI (k) t < 1, the biexciton state will have
a weak borrowed oscillator strength to the ground
state due to the mixing with w? (assuming that the
single-exciton transition is allowed).
This simple and well known argument explains why
in three-dimensional semiconductor crystals biexciton decay proceeds through the channel E2 = E~+ hco,
where in the final state we have one exciton and one
photon. However, for two-dimensional crystals and
for small microcrystallites the situation may be very
different. Let us consider two-dimensional crystals
(a molecular monolayer). As was shown in ref. [8],

E,

0

_________

i-Ic;

_____________________________
k

Fig. 1. Dispersion curvesfor two-dimensional excitons [8] when
the molecular transition dipole is perpendicular to the plane. (i)
Exciton dispersion without retardation. (ii) The photon dispersion E=*kc. (iii) First polariton branch with vanishing radiative width. (iv) Second polariton branch with superradiant width.
Thefinite width ofcurve (iv) representsthe radiativewidth which
grows as the crossingpoint is approached.
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is blue shifted by 2000 cm—’ with respect to the
bulk. The electronically excited state of the surface
molecular monolayer is clearly seen in emission at
1 .g k. The monolayer next to the surface is blue
shifted by 10 cm-’ and the following one by 2
cm—’. These shifts are now well understood [151.
Consequently, for temperatures low compared with
the blue shift, the surface layer acts as an isolated
monolayer and is an ideal system for investigations
of two-dimensional excitons. Relative quantum yield
measurements of the bulk and the surface emission
indicate that the decay of the monolayer is purely
radiative with a very small contribution of relaxation to the bulk. The picosecond timescales observed
in these experiments are a beautiful example cf superradiance in two-dimensional excitons. We should
bearin mind that the state of biexcitons, like the state
of single excitons, is determined by a single wavevector k and not by two wavevectors k,, k2 as is the
case for two free excitons. This is why all results obtained in refs.
[8—13]for
superradiance
of for
two-dimensional
excitons
may be directly
used also
twodimensional biexcitons. This means that biexcitons
in a two-dimensional system will show a superradiant decay with radiative width rBE.
= ~(E’~k

~)2

(~_).

(11)

For anthracene1BE
DIE,
so that without
the
~ 1(k)
04y. 10_2,
The quantum
yield for
superradiance
this
channel ofdirect biexciton emission is therefore
very small. The third factor in eq. (11) howeverrepresents superradiance. For anthracene (Al
21La)2-~l0~.In this case we see compensation of the
smallness of (DIE, )2 by the large values of the superradiance factor (AI2xa)2. The radiative decay
rate,
~ to isthetherefore
in this case
comparable
magnitude
single exciton
decay
y. This, of in
course,
need not be always the case. The anharmonicity factor (DIE, ) 2 and the superradiant enhancement (A,!
2ita ) 2 are two independent parameters and their relative magnitude may be very different. Our main
point is that in two-dimensional systems there exists
a new possibility for observing biexcitons which
should be taken into account. In order to establish
that, we need to consider also the influence of superradiance and two dimensionality on the other
158
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main channels of biexciton decay. Let us consider
the main process which is responsible for the biexciton fluorescence in 3D semiconductors. Suppose
that the exciton has a dipole allowed transition to the
ground state. The Hamiltonian of interaction with
light is then
H’>jn~E(fl),

where the electric field operator at position n is
E(n)= ~ (E,1,a,~,,+E* at~)exp(iq~-r~)
the dipole moment operator of the nth molecule is
i~
=Pof(P~f+P~f).
The transition rate is given by Fermi’s golden rule:
2x

WBE(kp)=—- ~
ii Q, q~j

2
J~
— Q1 + q~>i
x ö(E

2(k1) —E, (Q11)

—

hc.J(k1

—

Q~
)2 + q~).

Here I ~v9(Ice), 0> is the biexciton state and the radiation field is in the vacuum state (no photon).
I ~ (Q~), k~ Q~+ ~z> is the final state with a
~ (Q~)exciton and a single photon with a wavevector k11—Q0+q~. The parallel (in plane) wavevector is conserved and q2 is arbitrary. Taking into ac—

count the structure
summation
over j, weofgetW2 (k) and performing the
8xE~iPOf 21 1!’( 0)12 (k —Q )2
~

I

2=

Vhqc

where q2m (k~_Q
2+q~.
1~)neglect the wavevector depenIf for simplicity we
dence of E
2 and E,, we get 3
321
cP(O) 2 iPoc I t~)
/w\
Wan
where *w
0= E, (0). This channel is therefore not affected by superradiance. As a result of the compensation in eq. (11), both processes E2—~hwand
E2—~E,+*w will have approximately the same rate.
Another exciton decay channel in molecular crystals which may compete with the superradiant emission is the bimolecular quenching of excitons. For
two excitations separated by a distance R, the bi-
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molecular quenching is given by twice the Forster
rate WF(R) y(RF/R )6, where RF is the Forster radius. Consequently, the bimolecular quenching rate
of biexcitons is (see also eq. (9))
2WF(In—mI).
(12)
WBMQ=2~ 19,(In—mI)I

Science Foundation, the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, and the Petroleum Research Fund,
administered by the American Chemical Society, is
gratefully acknowledged.

Since WF decreases very rapidly with R, the most
important contribution to eq. (12) is when the two
particles are separated by the nearest neighbor spacing a. We thus have
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